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Abstract
Multi-modal person Re-ID introduces more complementary
information to assist the traditional Re-ID task. Existing
multi-modal methods ignore the importance of modality-
specific information in the feature fusion stage. To this end,
we propose a novel method to boost modality-specific rep-
resentations for multi-modal person Re-ID: Interact, Embed,
and EnlargE (IEEE). First, we propose a cross-modal inter-
acting module to exchange useful information between dif-
ferent modalities in the feature extraction phase. Second, we
propose a relation-based embedding module to enhance the
richness of feature descriptors by embedding the global fea-
ture into the fine-grained local information. Finally, we pro-
pose multi-modal margin loss to force the network to learn
modality-specific information for each modality by enlarging
the intra-class discrepancy. Superior performance on multi-
modal Re-ID dataset RGBNT201 and three constructed Re-
ID datasets validate the effectiveness of the proposed method
compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.

Introduction
With the development of infrared cameras in daily surveil-
lance, RGB and near-infrared cross-modal Re-ID evolves
to a new branch in Re-ID, which can relieve the limitation
of the conventional visible single modality Re-ID in low
illuminations. However, it brings additional heterogeneous
challenge between modalities to person Re-ID. To over-
come the imaging limitations of complex visual situations,
there emerges the attempt of RGB-NI-TI multi-modal Re-
ID (Zheng et al. 2021) by providing complementary three-
modality for each person sample.

The first issue of multi-modal Re-ID is to effectively fuse
the complementary information from the multi-modality
data. Existing multi-modal fusing schemes mainly fall into
three categories: 1) Early fusion, which generally fuses
information on image-level before the convolution opera-
tion (Wang et al. 2020; Li and Wu 2018). 2) Late fusion,
which merges different modality features into one fused fea-
ture in the middle or at the end of the network to enhance
the feature representation (Li et al. 2018; George and Mar-
cel 2021). 3) Progressive fusion, which incorporates multi-
modal information in a progressive way (Zheng et al. 2021)
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Figure 1: The proposed cross-modal interaction (in the gray
box), which exchanges information through the interaction
of different modalities.

to integrate the information of different scales and modali-
ties. However, only the fixed fusion result participates in the
subsequent training, which significantly limits the sensitiv-
ity of the network to learn the independent modality-specific
information. To boost the modality-specific information
via incorporating the information of other modalities in
the fusing phase, we propose a cross-modal interacting
module. We argue to interact/absorb complementary infor-
mation from other modalities while preserving independen-
t/specific modality information instead of directly fusion,
as shown in Fig. 1. Meanwhile, we propose to introduce
channel-attention to boost the useful information of the fea-
ture from other branches during the interaction. Specifically,
we save the modality-specific information by retaining each
modal feature extracted by the backbone, and then merge
the features from the other modalities followed by channel-
attention to strengthen important regions. The fused feature
and the original feature are added in the final stage of inter-
action. It is worth noting that the three modality features are
still independent rather than fused into a single one. Each
modality branch will no longer affect the others after inter-
action while continuing independent training.

Second, the deeply-learned local feature has been suc-
cessfully explored in both Re-ID (Sun et al. 2018; Wei et al.
2017; Yao et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2017) and other computer
vision tasks (Zhang et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2017). Representa-
tive local feature based Re-ID methods, including PCB (Sun
et al. 2018) and PL-Net (Yao et al. 2019) mainly emphasize
the local part feature learning and concat all part features to
form the final representation for Re-ID while overlooking
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of feature distribution under
different loss constraints, (a)-(b): Global feature distribu-
tions. (c)-(e): Modality feature distributions.

the crucial global information. To boost the fine-grained
information by global feature while capturing both local
and global information during feature learning, we pro-
pose a novel relation-based embedding module for Re-
ID. Specifically, we embed the global information into the
fine-grained part features to enhance the expressive ability of
each part feature. After this embedding module, the feature
of each branch contains both local details from part features
and the absorbed global information.

At last, as a classification task, most of the Re-ID net-
works are trained by the commonly used cross-entropy loss
(CE loss). Furthermore, Center loss (Wen et al. 2016) gather
all samples in each category by reducing the intra-class dis-
tance. To reduce the heterogeneity between different modal-
ities, HC loss (Zhu et al. 2020) constrains the distance be-
tween modality centers sharing the same identity. However,
CE loss and center loss only use the identity information
thus lack of consideration of the relationship among modal-
ities. HC loss only focuses on enforcing the heterogene-
ity while ignoring the complementarity among the multi-
modality data. To boost the feature discrimination among
modalities, while simultaneously considering the intra-
class cross-modal incongruities and inter-class discrep-
ancies in multi-modal Re-ID, we propose a novel multi-
modal margin loss (3M loss). As shown in Fig. 2 (e), ex-
cept for enforcing the inter-class discrepancies on the iden-
tity level via conventional CE loss, we further enlarge the
center distance of the same identity in different modalities
to enforce the intra-class cross-modal incongruities. 3M loss
can further force the network to learn modality-specific fea-
tures rather than modality-shared information.

In summary, we aim to boost the modality-specific repre-
sentation of multi-modal data in three steps: Interact, Embed
and EnlargE (IEEE), then concat the features of the three
branches to form the final representation to complete the
multi-modal person Re-ID task. The main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Interact. To absorb complementary information from

other modalities and simultaneously maintain the
modality-specific information, we propose a cross-modal
interacting module (CIM) to exchange the information
between modalities during the modality-specific feature
learning.

• Embed. To jointly utilize both the local and global infor-
mation, we design a relation-based embedding module
(REM) by embedding the global information into fine-
grained local features to enhance the modality-specific
feature representation.

• Enlarge. To learn the discriminative representation on
multiple modality-specific features, we propose a novel
multi-modal margin loss (3M loss) to enlarge the center
distance of different modal features and reduce the intra-
class cross-modal similarity.

Related Work
Multi-modal Fusion Schemes
General methods of multi-modal fusion can be divided into
the following categories: early fusion, late fusion and pro-
gressive fusion. 1) Early fusion, also called image-level fu-
sion. It fuses multi-modality data with consistent informa-
tion into a single input, followed by the subsequent network
training (Wang et al. 2020; Li and Wu 2018). However, this
type of fusion methods emphasize the subjective visual ef-
fect and only fuse the shallow texture information. 2) Late
fusion, also called feature-level fusion, which is widely used
in face anti-spoofing (George and Marcel 2021), salient ob-
ject detection (Fu et al. 2020), object tracking (Zhu et al.
2019) and other fields (Joze et al. 2020). They generally
gather the multi-modality features extracted by the corre-
sponding branch to obtain the final feature representation.
However, they fail to focus on specific modality informa-
tion due to the large heterogeneity between multiple modal-
ities. 3) Progressive fusion method (Zheng et al. 2021) fuses
the multi-modality features progressively instead of at once,
which can improve the positive effects of complementary
information and better aggregate details from each modal-
ity. However, it ignores the heterogeneity between modali-
ties, which may contain crucial discriminative information
for distinguishing different persons.

Cross-modal and Multi-modal Re-ID
Visible light cameras may fail to capture person images due
to environmental factors such as low illumination. Thus,
cross-modal person Re-ID dataset SYSU MM01 (Wu et al.
2017) and RegDB (Nguyen et al. 2017) are proposed to
solve this problem by introducing near-infrared and thermal
modality, respectively. The images in query and gallery have
different modalities, thus the significant gap between visi-
ble and near-infrared/thermal images is the main challenge
of cross-modal person Re-ID. Li et la. (2020a) use an X-
modality generated by a self-supervised learning network as
the aid to reduce the heterogeneity between RGB and NI.
Zhao et la. (2019) modify the RGB-based models to fit the
cross-modal Re-ID task by applying pentaplet loss and se-
lecting difficult pentaplet pairs during the training phase.
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Figure 3: An overview of our proposed Interact, Embed and EnlargE (IEEE). First, we extract features of multi-modal images by
using three independent branches. Second, we send the extracted features to the cross-modal interacting module for information
exchanging. Then, we propose a relation-based embedding module to enhance the part features by considering the global
information of global feature. Finally, we concat all the three modality features as the final person representation. The whole
training processing is under the constraints of cross-entropy loss and the proposed multi-modal margin loss.

To incorporate additional modalities to complement the
RGB information, some RGB-Depth multi-modal datasets
are proposed (Barbosa et al. 2012; Munaro et al. 2014).
However, since depth image quality is largely affected by
distance, depth data is only applicable to indoor scenes.
Zheng et al. (2021) create a multi-modal dataset RGBNT201
containing visible, near-infrared and thermal modalities. To
mine the complementary information in multi-modal Re-ID,
PFnet (Zheng et al. 2021) launches a baseline by extracting
different modal features via multi-branch network and then
progressively fuses two modalities (RGB-NI and RGB-TI)
in part-level. However, it neglects to exploit the diverse het-
erogeneity among the modalities.

Proposed Method
The proposed method IEEE (Interact, Embed and EnlargE)
consists of three main components, cross-modal interacting
module (CIM), relation-based embedding module (REM),
and multi-modal margin loss (3M loss) with the three-stream
backbone architecture, as shown in Fig. 3.

Three-stream Feature Extracting Network
In order to obtain the features of each modality and en-
sure the maximum retention of modality-specific informa-
tion, we use a three-stream network structure to process the
multi-modality data separately. As shown in Fig. 3, we select
ResNet50 (He et al. 2016) as backbone network to extract
features from the original input multi-modality data. Due to

the different imaging principles, each modality has its own
concerned area. The diversity of these modalities is critical
for multi-modal person Re-ID. We first use three indepen-
dent (without parameter sharing) ResNet50 networks to re-
tain the high-quality representations in the feature extraction
stage. After ResNet50 extraction stage, the features contain
the information of their respective modality since the param-
eters of the three branches are not shared.

Cross-modal Interacting Module (CIM)
As shown in Fig. 4, after obtaining the three modality fea-
tures via the three-stream feature extract stage, we propose
a cross-modal interacting module (CIM) to help the cur-
rent modality to absorb the information of other modalities.
Specifically, we integrate the information of other modali-
ties through the summation, then enhance the useful infor-
mation from other modalities by using channel-attention. Fi-
nally, in order to maintain the current modal information, we
combine the boosted feature with the current modal feature
by summation. The interaction will be repeated in K times,
where K represents the total number of modalities, and K =
3 in our paper.

First, we implement pixel-level summation on RGB fea-
ture fori

RGB and NI feature fori
NI extracted by the backbone

to obtain the interacted feature fsum
RN . Then, we implement

1 × 1 convolutional layer on fsum
RN and TI feature fori

TI to
obtain fsum′

RN and fori′

TI .
In order to emphasize the positive effects of the fea-
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Figure 4: The details of cross-modal interacting module
(CIM), taking TI modality interacts with RGB and NI as an
example.

tures from other modalities, we further propose to introduce
channel-attention (Woo et al. 2018) on fsum′

RN to obtain the
boosted feature f boost

RN :

f boost
RN = CA(fsum′

RN ) ∗ fsum′

RN + fsum′

RN , (1)

where CA(·) denotes the channel-attention. Sequentially,
we add the TI feature fori′

TI to the boosted feature to obtain
the interacted feature of TI modality f inter

TI :

f inter
TI = fori′

TI + f boost
RN . (2)

In the same manner, we can obtain the interacted features
of RGB and NI modalites f inter

RGB and f inter
NI . After CIM, the

interacted feature of each modality not only integrates use-
ful information from others, but also retains the modality-
specific information.

Relation-based Embedding Module (REM)
Relation-based embedding module (REM) devotes to embed
context information from global feature into each local fea-
ture by considering their relation. We first implement adap-
tive average pooling on the feature obtained from CIM to
get fglobal and P part features fparti , i ∈ [1, ..., P ]. To ab-
sorb global information for each local feature, we embed the
global information into each fine-grained part feature. For
the sake of convenience, we use the i-th part feature fparti
and the global feature fglobal in TI branch to introduce REM
module. First, we implement three 1 × 1 convolution lay-
ers on part and global features to obtain f

′

global, f
′′

global and
f

′

parti as shown in Fig. 5. Then we perform dot product op-
eration on f

′

parti and f
′

global followed by softmax to obtain
their similarity as a weight to measure the relationship be-
tween global and part. This process can formulated as:

Vsim = f
′

parti ⊙ f
′

global. (3)

Finally, to integrate the global and fine-grained local in-
formation, we implement summation operation on fsim and
the original part feature to obtain the feature fembed

parti :

Figure 5: The details of relation-based embedding module
(REM), taking the global feature to enhance the i-th part
feature as an example.

fsim =fglobal + Vsim ∗ f
′′

global,

fembed
parti = fparti + fsim.

(4)

Note that each part feature has different relationship with
the global feature, we enhance each part by global feature
individually. Then we concat all part features to obtain the
embedded feature of TI modality fembed

TI , which is ensured
to contain the fine-grained information of body parts.

In the same manner, we can obtain the embedded features
of RGB modality fembed

RGB and NI modality fembed
NI . We inte-

grate diverse information from different modalities by con-
catting all the features to form the final representation of the
individual person:

ffinal = C(fembed
TI , fembed

RGB , fembed
NI ), (5)

where C(·) denotes the concatenation operation.
The final descriptor ffinal contains the diverse modality-

specific information from different modalities, and the
modality-specific features extracted from corresponding
modal branches have interacted with other modalities and
boosted by the global information through embedding.

Multi-modal Margin Loss
In multi-modal person Re-ID, each person consists of a
triplet of three modality images. To learn the modality-
specific information, we propose a novel multi-modal mar-
gin loss (3M loss) to enlarge the distance between modality
centers in each triplet. The proposed 3M loss aims to in-
crease the diversity of intra-class modal information while
ensuring the discrimination between IDs. Our multi-modal
margin loss can be formulated as:

L3M =Max (|margin− d(mj ,mk)|) ,
mj ,mk ∈ {RGB,NI, TI} , (6)

where the | · | denotes the absolute value, margin denotes
the expected center distance between each two modalities.
d(mj ,mk) denotes the L2 distance between the centers of
mj and mk modalities, and we choose the largest distance
among the distances between each two modalities as the
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value of 3M loss. We also implement cross-entropy loss (CE
loss) to extract identity information for classification. CE
loss of each person is calculated as follow:

LCE = −
M∑

m=1

P∑
p=1

yGT log
(
ymp

)
, (7)

where P and M denote the number of part (strip), and the
total number of modalities respectively, while yGT and ymp
are the ground truth label and the predicted identity label of
the pth part (local) feature in mth modality respectively.

The final loss in the training phase can be formulated as:

Lfinal = LCE + δ ∗ L3M , (8)

where δ is the balance hyperparameter between CE loss and
3M loss set as δ = 1 in our training phase. 3M loss forces the
network to focus on the modal-specific information of each
modality to improve the diversity of feature.

Difference from Cross-modal Re-ID
Compared to the widely explored cross-modal person Re-
ID task, which aims to query one single modality image
from gallery in another modality, multi-modal Re-ID de-
votes to query the multiple multi-modal images (in triplet for
three-modality case) from the gallery with the same multi-
modal fashion for each sample. Therefore, cross-modal Re-
ID focuses on the heterogeneity across two modalities while
multi-modal Re-ID dedicates to the complementarity among
the multi-modality data. One can construct the cross-modal
scenario by deleting some modality data from the multi-
modal Re-ID scenario. However, the performance of the
state-of-the-art cross-modal Re-ID methods significantly de-
cline due to the lack of the multi-modal complementary and
the presence of the cross-modal heterogeneity, as we evalu-
ated in Table 2.

Implementation Details
The implementation platform is Pytorch with a GeForce
RTX 3090 GPU. We use three ResNet50 networks pre-
trained on ImageNet as the backbone to extract features. The
original learning rate is set as 0.001, and we reduce the learn-
ing rate by 10 times in epoch 20 and epoch 40. The number
of mini-batches is 8. The feature maps after CIM module
are equally split into 6 stripes. The dimension of each part
feature is reduced to 128 by the FC layer. Thus, the feature
dimension of each modality (fembed) is 6 × 128 = 768, and
the final feature (ffinal) of the individual person is 768 × 3
= 2304-dim. Both cross-entropy loss and multi-modal mar-
gin loss are used in training phase, we set the margin in
multi-modal margin loss to 1, and the δ in final loss to 1. We
use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with the momentum
of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005 to fine-tune the network.

Experiments
We evaluate the proposed method IEEE on the benchmark
multi-modal person Re-ID datasets RGBNT201 (Zheng
et al. 2021) and constructed multi-modal dataset based on
Market1501 (Zheng et al. 2015), comparing to state-of-the-
art methods.

Dataset and Evaluation Protocols
RGBNT201 (Zheng et al. 2021) is the first multi-modal per-
son Re-ID dataset. It contains 4787 image triplets of 201
persons, while 141 identities for training, 30 identities for
validation, and 30 identities for testing. RGBNT201 dataset
is collected on campus in four non-overlapping views, each
of which consists of a triplicated cameras to simultaneously
record RGB, NI and TI data. It offers diverse information
and challenges for multi-modal person Re-ID task.
Market1501 (Zheng et al. 2015) is a scalable RGB single-
modal person Re-ID dataset. To construct the multi-modal
Market 1501, We first generate the TI modality images from
the RGB images via cycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017). Then we
transfer the RGB images into gray ones as the supplemen-
tary NI modality. Last, to simulate the night scene, we re-
duce 60% of the brightness of all the images in RGB modal-
ity. The training and testing splitting is consistent with the
original Martket1501, with 750 identities for training and
751 ones for testing.
Evaluation Protocols. In our experiments, we measure the
similarity between two features by euclidean distance. We
employ the mean Average Precision (mAP) and Cumula-
tive Matching Characteristic curve (CMC) to compare the
performance of our proposed method with other methods,
where rank-n indicates the first n closest samples to the
query with the same ID from different cameras according
to the distance measurement (Euclidean Distance).

Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
First of all, we compare our method (IEEE) with the
existing multi-modal person and vehicle Re-ID methods
PFNet (Zheng et al. 2021) and HAMNet (Li et al. 2020b)
respectively. To verify the robustness of our method on
multi-modal Re-ID task, we further extend three state-of-
the-art single-modal methods, MLFN (Chang, Hospedales,
and Xiang 2018), HACNN (Li, Zhu, and Gong 2018), OS-
Net (Zhou et al. 2019) for comparison. Specifically, we
implement the single-modal method on each one of three
branches to extract the feature of each modality, then concat
all features as the representation for Re-ID.

As shown in Table 1, our method achieves superior perfor-
mance than all the compared methods. The single-modal Re-
ID methods generally work overshadowed by multi-modal
methods. The main reason is the single-model methods lack
of ability to deal with the heterogeneous multi-modal infor-
mation. Moreover, these methods can not effectively mine
the complementary information among diverse modalities,
which is crucial to multi-modal Re-ID.

As the representative multi-modal Re-ID method, HAM-
Net designs a heterogeneity-collaboration loss to enforce the
prediction results of each branch. However, it uses the addi-
tion operation on the outputs of the multi-stream backbone,
which ignores the importance of feature interaction between
different modalities. Although PFNet aims to discover the
complementary information among multi-modality data and
proposes a progressive fusing scheme, it pays too much at-
tention to the fused feature while losing the sensitivity to
the modality-specific information. Therefore, both HAMNet
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Methods RGBNT201 Market1501 (multi-modal version)
mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10

Single-modal
MLFN 24.66 23.68 38.52 49.52 42.69 68.11 87.11 91.95

HACNN 19.34 14.71 25.48 32.78 42.90 69.15 86.64 92.22
OSNet 22.12 22.85 37.20 45.93 39.71 69.33 86.67 91.30

Multi-modal HAMNet 27.68 26.32 41.51 51.67 59.96 82.84 92.50 94.96
PFNet 38.46 38.88 52.03 58.37 60.93 83.61 92.84 95.49

Ours IEEE 46.42 47.13 58.49 64.23 64.32 83.93 92.96 95.69

Table 1: Experimental results of our method on RGBNT201 and Market1501 (multi-modal version) compared with state-of-
the-art single-modal and multi-modal methods (in %).

Methods RGB to TI TI to RGB RGB to NI NI to RGB
mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1

Cross-modal
HC loss 16.74 14.25 16.53 19.32 20.54 22.19 21.80 22.93
DDAG 18.09 14.79 20.01 18.05 21.39 20.37 24.76 21.66

MPANet 19.00 20.82 20.28 23.14 25.04 30.96 26.03 26.54
Ours (Multi-modal) IEEE mAP: 40.41 Rank-1: 40.79 mAP: 40.72 Rank-1: 41.51

Table 2: Experimental results of state-of-the-art cross-modal person Re-ID methods on two cross-modal datasets reconstructed
by RGBNT201. RGB, TI and NI indicate visible, thermal and near infrared respectively in cross-modal Re-ID.

and PFNet present limited improvement on multi-modal per-
son Re-ID.

Our method (IEEE) significantly boosts the performance
on both mAP and ranking scores, which verifies the effec-
tiveness of our method of fusing complementary informa-
tion while suppressing the heterogeneous issue among the
multi-modality data.

Comparison with Cross-modal Re-ID Methods
To verify the necessity of multi-modal Re-ID compared
with the cross-modal scenario, we construct the multi-modal
dataset RGBNT201 into cross-modal setting. Specifically,
we retain RGB and TI images to achieve the same modal-
ity setting as RegDB (Nguyen et al. 2017), and keep RGB
and NI photos to imitate SYSU dataset (Wu et al. 2017).
For fair comparison, we evaluate our method on correspond-
ing two-modality scenarios. We compare the our model with
three state-of-the-art cross-modal person Re-ID methods in-
cluding HC loss (Zhu et al. 2020), DDAG (Ye et al. 2020)
and MPANet (Wu et al. 2021) as shown in Table 2. Due
to the huge heterogeneity across modalities, all the three
cross-modal Re-ID methods present modest performance.
On the contrary, our method achieves promising perfor-
mance via utilizing the complementary multi-modal infor-
mation, which verifies the effectiveness of multi-modal Re-
ID.

Ablation Study
Our method consists of three key components, cross-modal
interacting module (CIM), relation-based embedding mod-
ule (REM) and multi-modal margin loss (3M loss). To eval-
uate the contribution of each component in our model, we
conduct an ablation experiment on RGBNT201 by progres-
sively introducing each component as shown in Table 3.

Modules RGBNT201
CIM 3M REM mAP R-1 R-5 R-10

a × × × 21.55 21.89 33.97 41.27
b ✓ × × 31.94 30.26 46.05 53.47
c ✓ ✓ × 39.24 39.59 54.67 64.83
d ✓ ✓ ✓ 46.42 47.13 58.49 64.23

Table 3: Ablation study on Cross-modal Interacting Module
(CIM), Multi-modal Margin Loss (3M) and Relation-based
Enhance Module (REM) on RGBNT201 (in %). Results in
line a refer to the three-stream extracting network supervised
by cross-entropy loss.

First of all, the substantial improvement of the results in
Table 3 (a) - (b) verifies the effectiveness of CIM. It demon-
strates that CIM can exchange meaningful complementary.
Second, the significant improvement in Table 3 (c) compar-
ing to Table 3 (b) demonstrates the promising role of our
multi-modal margin loss (3M loss) in multi-modal person
Re-ID task compared with only cross-entropy loss. Finally,
the introducing of REM further enhances the results, as ver-
ified in Table 3 (d), which verifies the benefit of the fine-
grained information in part features and embedded global
information.

Evaluation on Cross-modal Interacting Module
Cross-modal Interacting Module (CIM) aims to exchange
modality-specific information and enhance the the advan-
tages of feature from other branches by interaction and
channel-attention. To evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed CIM, we compare our CIM with one early fusion
scheme (image summation), two late fusion schemes (fea-
ture summation and feature aggregation) as JL-DCF (Fu
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et al. 2020) and DAPNet (Zhu et al. 2019) respectively,
and the progressive fusion schemes as PFNet (Zheng et al.
2021).

Figure 6: Comparison of our cross-modal interaction module
(CIM) against different fusion schemes.

First of all, we can observe from Fig. 6 that both late fu-
sion and progressive fusion are better than early fusion. It
is mainly because the early fusion method fuses shallow in-
formation on the channel-level of image, and may simul-
taneously aggregate the noise among different modalities.
In contrast, the features processed by convolutional network
contain more modal characterized information in late and
progressive fusing schemes, which achieve better accuracy
than fusing on feature-level. Considering the importance of
different regions in the fusion phase, our CIM exchanges
the information between modalities simultaneously weight
different areas of the feature, thus leads to superior perfor-
mance.

Evaluation on Multi-modal Margin Loss
The propsoed Multi-modal Margin Loss (3M Loss) aims to
improve diversity of modal information by enlarging the dis-
tance of multi-modal feature centers. To further evaluate the
contribution of the 3M loss, we conduct the comparison ex-
periments by training our model with three state-of-the-art
losses, including cross-entropy (CE) loss, hetero center (HC)
loss, center loss. Although center loss further suppresses
the inter-class differences compared to the conventional CE
loss (Fig 7 (a)), it cannot distinguish the modal level fea-
ture distribution due to the lackness of the relationship of
multi-modality data, as shown in Fig 7 (b). By considering
the heterogeneity between modalities, HC loss aggregates
different modality features of the same person, as shown
in Fig 7 (c). However, it still ignores the modality-specific
information learning in the complementary multi-modality
data. As shown in Fig 7 (d), 3M loss simultaneously enlarges
the intra-class cross-modal distance improves the inter-class

Figure 7: T-SNE (Maaten and Hinton 2008) visualization of
the modal level feature distributions under the supervision
of different loss combinations. Different colors and shapes
represent different IDs and modalities respectively.

difference by learning complementary modality-specific in-
formation.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel multi-modal person
Re-ID method by boosting the modality-specific represen-
tations via inter-modal interacting, part-global embedding
and intra-class cross-modal distance enlarging. First, it ex-
tracts the multi-modality features by the three-stream net-
work, and exchanges the useful information by cross-modal
interaction. In addition, it embeds the the global information
to enhance local fine-grained features of individual modal-
ity. Furthermore, to explore the cross-modal complementary
information for each modality, it learns modality-specific
features rather than modality-similar information by enlarg-
ing the center distance among different modalities by the
proposed multi-modal margin loss. Extensive experiments
on challenging multi-modal person Re-ID datasets demon-
strate the performance of our proposed method. In the fu-
ture, we will focus on more effective models to resist dras-
tic changes in the environment for more diverse challenging
multi-modal person Re-ID scenarios.
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